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this upcoming malayalam movie, bro daddy, is an adaptation of the best-selling malayalam novel which was first published in 2007.
the movie will be directed by writer/director, anjali menon. priya verma will play the role of mala, a girl who loses her father and has

to run after her drunkard mother who has left for her sister’s wedding. anjali menon is known for her 2012 malayalam movie,
gossipings which is a comedy-drama film. priya verma has also acted in several movies like darshanam, azhakiya ranga mandiram,

theevandi, saivam, thondan etc. actor mohanlal who has bagged the best actor award for the movie, gossipings was also crowned as
the best actor for his work in 2009 in the sfi awards. actress, sneha, won the best actress for the movie, gossipings. the makers of

daddy movie release the first look poster of the film on january 24, 2020. the poster of the film was released via their official twitter
handle: the film is directed by prithviraj sukumaran and produced by antony perumbavoor through aashirvad cinemas. the first look
posters of the film were released on their official twitter handle. the makers of bro daddy have released the first look poster of the

film on january 24, 2020. the poster of the film was released via their official twitter handle: the film is directed by prithviraj
sukumaran and produced by antony perumbavoor through aashirvad cinemas. the first look posters of the film were released on their

official twitter handle.
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this year. Making an attempt
to bring the female lead

Sridevi in Tamil after a long
time, the movie turned out to

be one of the worst mass
movies in recent times. The
large budget movie is a true

collector's item today. But the
movie is not perfect, I couldn't
understand few Tamil scenes.
( It is a movie for the kids to

watch only because one scene
would spoil the movie for

them.) Saga Telugu
Thulladikuttan: Two things I
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didn't like about this movie,
First the horrible casting of
Preeti, she seems like the

biggest fraud on this earth.
She looks absolutely terrible
and her acting is worst. Her

acting is very much untrained.
She also needs to work on her

sentences, something is
wrong with her mouth. She
didn't have any problem in

pronouncing the holy name of
Lord Shiva, but couldn't say a

few sentences without
uttering tons of grammatically
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incorrect sentences. It makes
me wonder whether this girl is

actually an Indian or not.
Second thing is that the movie

needed to be more
entertaining in the beginning
and not after 3 hours. It's a
slow and boring movie. The
story has a lot of characters

and their story is not
interesting. The screenplay is

also not too interesting.
Bakale Sangham: I have seen
this movie a few years back.
The movie is interesting and
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the cinematography is
awesome. The performances

of the lead actors are
absolutely brillliant. But the

problem is the scenes of
Sanjay Dutt. He just does not
suit the movie. He is far too
heavy and old-fashioned for

such a suave and stylish
character. I think he should
have been toned down a bit

more. The entire mood of the
movie depends on him. There

are many controversies
surrounding the movie. It is a
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film for people who take pride
in their movies. Very
interesting concept.
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